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Abstract—Mismatch Negativity (MMN) is a component of
the event-related potential (ERP) that is elicited through an
odd-ball paradigm. The existence of the MMN in a coma
patient has a good correlation with coma emergence; however,
this component can be difficult to detect. Previously, MMN
detection was based on visual inspection of the averaged
ERPs by a skilled clinician, a process which is expensive and
not always feasible in practice. In this paper we propose a
practical machine learning (ML) based approach for detection
of the MMN component, thus improving the accuracy of
prediction of emergence from coma. Further, the method can
operate on an automatic and continuous basis, thus alleviating
the need for clinician involvement. The proposed method is
capable of MMN detection over intervals as short as two
minutes. This finer time resolution enables identification of
waxing and waning cycles of a conscious state.

An auditory odd-ball paradigm was applied to 22 healthy
subjects and 2 coma patients. A coma patient is tested by
measuring the similarity of the patient’s ERP responses with
the aggregate healthy responses. Because the training process
for measuring similarity requires only healthy subjects, the
complexity and practicality of training procedure of the
proposed method are greatly improved relative to training
on coma patients directly.

Since there are only two coma patients involved with
this study, the results are reported on a very preliminary
basis. Preliminary results indicate we can detect the MMN
component with an accuracy of 92.7% on healthy subjects.
The method successfully predicted emergence in both coma
patients when conventional methods failed. The proposed
method for collecting training data using exclusively healthy
subjects is a novel approach that may prove useful in future,
unrelated studies where machine learning methods are used.

Index Terms—Mismatch Negativity detection, Coma out-
come prediction, Machine learning, Automatic detection of
ERP components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coma is a state of prolonged unconsciousness that has
a variety of etiologies, e.g. traumatic brain injury, stroke,
brain tumor, drug or alcohol intoxication [1]. Online
assessment of comatose patients is very important because
it provides us with the capability to detect short increases
in the level of consciousness, thus improving both outcome
prediction and the rehabilitation process [2]. A passive reha-
bilitation regimen could be feasible when suitable markers
indicate higher levels of consciousness.
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Recently, long latency event-related potentials (ERPs)
have been introduced as useful predictors of a positive coma
outcome [3]. The potential application of longer latency
ERPs in clinical practice is reviewed in [2], [4]. Appropriate
auditory paradigms elicit long latency ERPs even in the
absence of the patient’s attention, making them useful in
the assessment of altered states of consciousness. One of
the most common paradigms used in the literature examines
“pre-attentive” processing - that is, neural processing that is
below the level of conscious awareness in the individual yet
reflects selective processing of a stimulus by virtue of its
deviance from an established sequence of stimulation. This
paradigm is known as the oddball paradigm and typically
consists of two types of auditory stimuli [4]: standard tones
and deviant tones, where repetitive standard tones are in-
terspersed with slightly deviant stimuli. This demonstrably
useful paradigm elicits two different long latency ERP
components: the N1 and the Mismatch Negativity (MMN).
The presence of N1 and MMN (elicited at respectively
about 100 and 150 millisecond post-stimulus) provides
evidence of basic brain function at a level reflecting cortical
function. The N1 is an obligatory sensory response evoked
by each tone (i.e. both standard and deviant) and highlights
the encoding of acoustic input in the auditory cortex.

The MMN is an automatic response to auditory stimuli
that deviate from the ongoing context of identical auditory
stimuli. It reflects automatic sensory memory processes [5],
[6]. Although the MMN is often referred to as a “pre-
attentive” response, the evidence from sleep and anesthesia
research indicates that a state of consciousness is required
for the response to occur as indicated by most of the work
on MMN absence during NREM sleep in both oddball
and acoustic pattern deviations [7], [8], [9], [10]. Some
question whether sleep is the best model for the study of
consciousness. Regardless, the sleep studies noting MMN
absence in NREM sleep are supported by anesthesia work
that has also reported the absence of the MMN during
sedation [11], [12]. As Tavakoli has noted in [13] and
also Dykstra [14], the evidence suggests strongly that
MMN elicitation is dependent on the individual being in
a “conscious state” even if the individual is not conscious
of the deviant stimuli. Thus, it should be noted that we are
making a distinction between consciousness and conscious
awareness in this report. Occurrence of the MMN does not
require nor necessarily reflect conscious awareness but only
a state of consciousness.
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Clinical studies on coma patients demonstrate that the
presence of the MMN has a high correlation with coma
awakening [15], [16]. The reported results show that more
than 90% of patients who were considered as non-awake
showed no MMN (i.e. a high specificity) and more than
90% of patients in whom MMN was detected returned to
consciousness (i.e. a high positive predictive value). But
only about 30% of patients who had regained consciousness
showed MMN (i.e. a low sensitivity). This implies that
if the patient shows MMN, they will emerge with high
probability; however the patient may still emerge even
though they do not show an MMN (i.e. perhaps because it is
present but not discernible, due to the difficulty in detecting
it). Because previous work [15], [16] has demonstrated such
high positive predictive values, the guiding principle of this
paper is that if the MMN is present, then it is highly likely
the patient will emerge.

A major difficulty with current methods is that assess-
ment is typically performed based on the average of ERP
signals over a long recording time (typically on the order
of 30 min or longer [4], [15]), in order to reduce the
effect of background EEG noise. A long averaging interval
in the presence of latency jitter in the component timing
across trials reduces the detectability of the MMN by visual
means, since the individual components become “smeared”
together in the averaged signal. We postulate that the use of
traditional averaging techniques over long intervals reduces
the detectability of the MMN and could be one of the
reasons for the low sensitivity of the MMN reported in
clinical studies.

In this paper, we alleviate the above difficulties by
proposing a machine learning based framework that can
accurately detect the presence of the MMN, thus offering
the potential to improve the sensitivity of prediction of
coma emergence beyond the current 30% figure and so
improve the accuracy of the test for emergence.

The proposed method is shown to be capable of detecting
the MMN over intervals as short as two minutes. We show
that this short window length reduces the smearing effect
and reveals evidence of distinct waxing and waning cycles
of a conscious state (N.B. not necessarily conscious aware-
ness, however) in coma patients. Experimental verification
of these waxing and waning cycles is a novel result of this
study.

To assess the prognosis for emergence of coma patients,
we employ a novel “similarity” criterion (to be described),
whereby ERP responses of a coma patient under test
are compared to those of healthy subjects. Since healthy
subjects exhibit MMN with high probability [17], [18]1 and
if the similarity of a coma patient to healthy subjects is high,
then it is highly likely the patient exhibits the MMN. Since
the presence of the MMN indicates emergence with high
probability, high similarity indicates a positive prognosis
for emergence. Furthermore, there may be possibilities that
low similarity values will indicate non-emergence, although

1The study in [17] cites an 82% MMN occurence rate in healthy adults,
whereas the recent study [18], which uses duration deviants (as does the
present study), obtains a 100% occurrence rate in healthy adults.

this assertion has not been validated in this paper and must
be verified with more data.

A further advantage of the proposed method is that the
training data is provided solely by healthy subjects, which
are far easier to recruit than coma patients.

One of the major drawbacks of all previous studies using
long–latency ERPs is that they all require manual, visual
inspection by a skilled clinician [15], [19], [20] while, in
practical situations, such an expert is not always available.
A further advantage of the proposed method is that it
operates on an automatic and continuous basis and therefore
alleviates this need.

Performance of the proposed framework is demonstrated
on 22 healthy subjects and two coma patients. MMN
detection accuracy on the healthy subjects is 92.7%. The
two coma patients both exhibited intervals of high similarity
value, suggesting the proposed method predicts emergence.
Both patients did in fact emerge. It is interesting to note that
no distinctive MMN components were obtained by previous
averaging methods in either patient. Thus, our method gave
the correct prediction results whereas traditional methods
would have failed in this situation.

This paper is based on very preliminary results. Much
more extensive data collection and testing must be un-
dertaken before the method can be considered for clinical
purposes. However, a novel and potentially useful method
for determining coma prognosis is presented, which on the
basis of limited data, shows considerable promise in dealing
with a difficult problem.

II. METHODS

A. Passive oddball paradigm and EEG recording
In this study, the N1 and MMN components were elicited

using a modification of a classic auditory oddball paradigm,
as described in part in [21]. Stimuli consisted of standard
tones (85%) and deviant tones (15%). These stimuli were
randomly presented; however, each deviant was preceded
by at least two standard tones. We used a duration deviant
that is one of the most robust types of “deviant” features,
both for evoking the MMN but also for producing one of
the most stable MMN waveforms over time [22].

All healthy subjects and coma patients were exposed to
the passive oddball paradigm comprised of standard and
deviant tones of 800 Hz with durations of 75 ms and 30
ms, respectively. Tone rise/fall time was 5 ms and a stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA) between tones of 610 ms; thus, the
onset of one tone (either standard or deviant) occurred 610
ms after the onset of the preceding tone (either standard or
deviant). We use the term epoch to denote the time interval
corresponding to a single stimulus trial. In the analysis
phase, only the first 300 msec. of data within an epoch are
considered, since all useful information regarding the N1
and MMN components is contained within this 300 msec.
interval. The tones were presented in one block of 1880
stimuli (with a total duration of approximately 20 minutes)
comprised of 280 deviants and 1600 standards. Note that
the numbers of deviants and standards are changed to fit
the 85 - 15 percent values.
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The EEG was recorded with a 32-channel BioSemi
headcap2 with a sampling rate of 512 Hz. The recording
incorporated a 0.01-100Hz analog bandpass filtering op-
eration that was digitally filtered offline to a bandwidth
between 0.1-30Hz.

B. Data Pre-Processing

The relevant components, corresponding to both standard
and deviant stimuli, are contained within an interval 0 to
300 ms after the stimulus onset. To better highlight N1
and MMN components in pathological recordings and to
remove the effect of eye blink and muscle artifacts, the
extracted 300-ms epochs are filtered by a band-pass FIR
filter from 2 Hz to 30 Hz with a filter order of 40 [15], [23],
[24] . Then the epochs in which the variance of the Vertical-
EOG channel exceeds 500 µv2 or the signal peak to peak
(on any electrode) exceeds 100 µv are excluded [25]. The
first 2-min window of the raw data is also excluded.

For feature extraction, a relatively large number M of
candidate features are extracted from the signal at hand.
Candidate features are parameters in various forms which
are extracted from the signal which, on an a priori basis,
are speculated to be discriminative between the classes
(Section II-C explains how we are dealing with a two-
class classification problem in the machine learning phase
of this work). The specific candidate feature set in our case
consists of various statistical quantities at each channel.
These quantities are kurtosis, skewness, variance, maxi-
mum, minimum and power in eight different frequency
bands: Alpha-band (8Hz to 13Hz), Beta1-band (13Hz to 20
Hz), Delta-band (1Hz to 4Hz), Lower-band (1Hz to 8Hz),
Total-band (1Hz to 30 Hz), Beta-band (13Hz to 30 Hz),
Beta2-band (20Hz to 30Hz) and Theta-band (4Hz to 8Hz).
In addition, the wavelet decomposition vector with wavelet
‘rbio6.8’ 3 at level 3 is also considered (i.e. 62 features per
channel so that half are approximation coefficients and the
other half are level 3 detail coefficients). This wavelet has
proven useful for previous EEG studies [26]. Consequently,
all together, each channel is represented with 75 features.
This set of candidate features is selected based on the fact
they have proven to be discriminative in previous studies;
e.g. [27], [28], [29], [30].

C. The LFS Method for Feature Selection and Similarity
Measurement

For the machine learning aspect of this work we consider
two classes of data, where the first class Y1 corresponds to
the presence of N1 only (i.e. response to standard tones)
and the second class Y2 corresponds to the presence of
the MMN and N1 components (i.e. response to the deviant
tones). Our methodology is based on designing a machine
learning process which discriminates class Y2 from class
Y1.

Not all of the candidate features are discriminative (i.e.
between classes Y1 and Y2). Irrelevant features may degrade

2http://www.biosemi.com/headcap.htm
3available in MATLAB

the accuracy and efficiency of the similarity measurement
in the test phase [31]. Therefore, the candidate feature set
must be reduced to contain only the most relevant features.
This task is performed using a feature selection process,
which is common practice in machine learning problems
with a relatively small number of training samples [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36].

Many feature selection approaches are presented in the
literature [37], [32], [33], [38]. Almost all of these methods
select a global common feature subset for all regions
of the sample space. In contrast, the recently–developed
localized feature selection (LFS) method [39], [40], assigns
a unique and possibly distinct feature set to every training
sample. This allows the underlying machine learning model
to adapt to nonstationarities, disjoint class clusters, and
nonlinear decision boundaries in the sample space. The LFS
method has been shown to be immune to the overfitting
problem. In addition the training process is convex, and
the method naturally provides a similarity measure, which
is an indication how close a query datum xq is to the
respective classes. The method is also highly suitable when
the number of candidate features far exceeds the number of
available training samples. It is for these reasons that the
LFS method is preferred for the task at hand.

We give a brief summary of the LFS method. The
reader is referred to the references for full details. The
algorithm accepts training samples x(i), i = 1, . . . , Ntr (i.e.
samples of candidate features) as input. Ntr is the number
of training samples. The samples consist of two classes,
Y1 and Y2. Each training sample has an associated label
y(i) ∈ [Y1, Y2].

Each training sample is treated as a representative point
for its surrounding region. Within each region, an optimum
feature set is selected so that, locally within the region,
same–class samples cluster as closely as possible around
the training sample, whereas opposite–class samples are
far removed from the training sample. To determine the
selected features associated with each training sample,
we consider M -dimensional indicator vectors f (i), i =
1, . . . , Ntr, where M is the number of candidate features.
These vectors have the property that

f (i)(m) =

 1, if the mth candidate feature is selected
by the ith training sample,

0, otherwise.

where m = 1, . . .M . We define two quantities U1 and U2

as follows:

U1 =
∑

j ∈ Ys

j 6= i

||x(i)
p − x

(j)
p ||L,

and
U2 =

∑
j ∈ Yo

j 6= i

||x(i)
p − x

(j)
p ||L,

where Ys (Yo) is the set of training samples having the
same (opposite) class as x(i), and || · ||L is a norm which
induces locality; i.e., samples far from x

(i)
p are given less

weight in the sum. The subscript p indicates that the
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respective quantity has been projected into the coordinate
space induced by f (i); i.e., elements of x(i) are set to zero
if the corresponding element in f (i) is zero. U1 is a measure
of the combined intra-class distances to x

(i)
p (in the local

coordinate system determined by f (i)), whereas U2 gives a
measure of the combined distance of local opposite–class
samples to x

(i)
p in the same coordinate system.

The value of f , which determines the set of selected
features, is obtained as the solution to an optimization pro-
cedure that simultaneously minimizes U1 and maximizes
U2; i.e.

f
(i)
opt = argminf (i) U1

and
argmaxf (i) U2.

(1)

Thus, the end result is that features are selected so that
local clustering of intra–class samples is as tight as possible,
whereas inter–class samples are as far removed as possible
from x

(i)
p . In [39], this objective is re-formulated into an

readily–solved linear program, whereas in [40] the problem
is recast as a convex program.

The LFS method precludes classification by conventional
means, since the selected features vary over the training
sample space. Classification in the LFS case is accom-
plished by assigning a hypersphere Q(i) which is centered
on each x

(i)
p . Each hypersphere is given a class label which

is the same as the corresponding x(i). The local coordinate
system of each sphere corresponds to the features selected
by the LFS algorithm. The radius r(i)(γ) is determined such
that the “impurity level” within the hyper-sphere Q(i) is not
greater than the user-defined parameter γ. The “impurity”
level is the ratio of the number of inter-class samples within
Q(i) to the number of intra-class samples within Q(i). In
all our experiments, γ is fixed to its default value 0.2. For
more details see [39].

The similarity SY`
(xq) of a query datum xq to class Y` ∈

{Y1, Y2} is measured based on how many hyper-spheres
with class label Y` contain xq . The similarity measure is
instrumental in subsequent discussion.

To this end, we define a set of binary variables s(i)(xq)
as

s(i)(xq) =

{
1 if xq

p is inside Q(i)

0 otherwise.
(2)

The similarity SY`
(xq) of xq to the class Y` is computed

through an aggregation process as follows:

SY`
(xq) =

∑
i∈Y`

s(i) (xq)

η`
(3)

where Y` indicates the set of all regions whose class labels
are Y`. η` is the cardinality of Y`. Thus, the similarity of
xq to class Y` is the ratio of the number hyperspheres with
class Y` which contain xq , to the total number of training
samples having class Y`.

Once the training process is complete, the class label yq

of a query datum xq is determined as the class correspond-
ing to the largest similarity value.
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Fig. 1: Average of de-artifacted epochs corresponding to standard
(red) and deviant (blue) stimuli of a typical healthy subject at
channel Fz. The obligatory N1 component is elicited for both
standard and deviant stimuli while the MMN occurs only for the
deviant.

D. Methodology for Determining Prognosis

We can now discuss the overall methodology for de-
termining whether a particular coma patient is likely to
emerge. The process involves the training phase, the eval-
uation phase, and the testing phase.

1) The Training Phase: We use the LFS method to train
a machine learning model to discriminate between classes
Y1 and Y2 in healthy subjects. The data are pre-processed
in the manner described in Sect. II-B. To generate reliable
and stable training points, for each training subject, the
waveforms over all available deartifacted epochs associated
with standard and deviant tones are averaged together
separately. Therefore, each of N subjects provides two
training samples; one for standard tones and the other for
deviant tones. Thus altogether we have Ntr = 2N training
samples. Two such training sample waveforms (at channel
Fz) for a typical healthy training subject are shown in Fig.
1 where, as expected, it is seen the standard and deviant
stimuli elicit the N1 component and the MMN and N1
components, respectively.

Each of the N training subjects gives us two averaged
waveforms from each of the 32 channels, correspond-
ing to the two types of tones. We extract 75 candidate
features from each of these averaged waveforms, as de-
scribed in Sect. II-B. We concatenate the features from
the channels together for each subject, to form two sets
of M–dimensional candidate feature vectors xt

std(i) and
xt
dev(i), i = 1, . . . , N , where M = 75 × 32 = 2400. The

superscript t specifies training data. Since it is known that
each vector xt

std(i) is from class Y1, these data each have
label Y1. Similarly all xt

dev(i) vectors have label Y2.
The training vectors xt

std(i) and xt
dev(i) and their as-

sociated class labels y(i) are fed into the LFS algorithm
where they assume the role of the training samples x(i), i =
1, . . . , Ntr. The LFS procedure then identifies an optimal
subset of selected features for each input training vector,
and also specifies the radius r(i) of the hypersphere Q(i),
associated with each training sample, according to the
discussion in Sect. II-C. Once this process is complete, the
LFS method can then calculate the similarity of a query
datum to each class and therefore classify the query datum
sample.
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2) The Evaluation Phase: Once the machine learning
model has been trained, we must assess its accuracy on
healthy subjects. To do this the epochs from a healthy test
subject are now averaged over what we refer to as a P1
interval, which implies an interval extending 2 minutes into
the past that is updated in 1 minute segments. Performance
is evaluated in each P1 interval using a Leave-One subject-
Out (LOO) cross validation strategy. One round of cross-
validation involves partitioning the N total available sub-
jects into two sets: N − 1 training subjects and one test
subject. The training phase explained in section II-D1 is
applied to the N−1 training subjects and then the test phase
explained in Section II-D3 is applied to the one remaining
test subject. Here, since ground truth (i.e., the labels) of
the test subject ERPs are known, validation is performed
by comparing the test result to the ground truth value.

In this paper the total number N of available healthy
subjects is 22; hence the number of available training
samples at each LOO round is 42 (i.e. 2 × (N − 1)) (21
samples for each of classes Y1 and Y2). In each LOO round,
in each P1 interval of the test subject, there is one query
datum for each class 4. The LOO procedure is performed
22 times, so that over all rounds each subject is left out
once.

In each P1 interval in each LOO round where the ith
subject is left out, we extract two query candidate feature
vectors xq

std(i, t) and xq
dev(i, t) from the respective wave-

forms, corresponding to standard and deviant responses and
where t is the P1 interval index, in exactly in the same
manner as described above for the training phase. The only
difference is that in this case the data are averaged only
over a P1 interval instead of over all available data. These
data pairs, over the entire available range for both i and
t, are then fed into the LFS algorithm for classification,
and the output test values are compared to the known class
values and the results tallied.

Three criteria are used for performance evaluation: these
are true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR) and
Accuracy, which in the general case are defined as follows:

TPR =
1

N

N∑
k=1

TP (k)

P (k)
, TNR =

1

N

N∑
k=1

TN (k)

N (k)
, (4)

Accuracy =
1

N

N∑
k=1

TP (k) + TN (k)

P (k) +N (k)
, (5)

where, at round k of the LOO process, TP (k) (TN (k))
are the number of query data with class Y2 (Y1) that are
correctly predicted as class Y2 (Y1), and P (k) (N (k)) are
the total number of query points with class label Y2 (Y1).
High accuracy with equally distributed TPR and TNR is
desired. The results of this evaluation phase are reported in
Sect. III.

4Within each P1 interval, the average rate of rejection (due to the artifact
removal explained in Section II-B) for standard and deviant epochs are
respectively 14.45% and 14.20% for healthy subjects, and 3.81% and 3.6%
for coma patients.

3) The Test Phase: Here, our objective is to deter-
mine whether a previously unseen coma patient is likely
to emerge. Here, all the 22 available healthy subjects
are used as training subjects. In each P1 interval of the
coma patient, we pre-process the patient data, average the
waveforms over the respective P1 interval, and extract
candidate features as described in Sect. II-B. These features
form two “query” M -dimensional vectors xq

std(t),x
q
dev(t),

corresponding to standard and deviant stimuli respectively
as before.

Within each P1 interval, using the selected features and
hyperspheres already established in the training procedure
using healthy subjects, we evaluate the similarity value
SY`

(xq) of the test samples xq
std(t),x

q
dev(t) to their respective

classes, according to eq. (3). If the similarity to both classes
is sufficiently high, then the patient’s responses are close
to those of healthy responses, from which we can conclude
that the MMN exists within that P1 interval with high
probability and so the patient is likely to emerge.

E. Remarks

To apply the proposed method in a clinical setting, we
would evaluate similarity of a patient’s deviant and standard
responses to class Y2 and Y1, respectively. If it exceeds
a specified threshold value with sufficient density over a
specified number of P1 intervals, then we would declare
emergence. Thus the methodology we describe in this paper
is a positive indicator for emergence. More data is required
before we can specify a threshold value and an appropriate
number of P1 intervals.

At this point we can speculate that our method could
also be used as a negative indicator for emergence. That
is, if the similarity is beneath a threshold for a specified
interval and also no evidence of high similarity exists, then
we would declare non-emergence. However this aspect of
the method has significant ethical implications, since the
ramifications of a false negative can be severe. This is a
topic for further work that must be executed carefully.

An alternative machine learning approach to determining
emergence may be to collect training data directly from
coma patients, where the requisite labels would correspond
to whether or not the patient eventually emerged. The
difficulty with this alternative approach is that coma patients
exhibit waxing and waning cycles of a conscious state, as
demonstrated in Figure 3 in Sect. III. Even in patients who
do emerge, it may be seen that the similarity level, and
hence level of brain function, varies with the observation
interval. Since the level of brain function is highly salient to
emergence, some intervals will be indicative of emergence
and others not. It is difficult to determine beforehand which
intervals are indicative. So the training data samples with
this approach are not consistent in representing the patient’s
state of emergence. This inconsistency in the training
samples reduces the ability of a machine learning model
to classify properly. Furthermore, it is difficult to conceive
how detection of the MMN can be incorporated into this
alternative approach. As we have seen, the presence of the
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MMN is a highly salient indicator of emergence, so by
ignoring it we are not taking advantage of this valuable
information.

In contrast, the proposed method trains using only
healthy subjects, who exhibit the MMN on deviant tones
with high probability. Therefore with the proposed method,
the training data does not exhibit the waxing and waning
phenomenon and is therefore consistent across time. The
method is also based on detection of the highly salient
MMN component, and therefore takes advantage of this
available information.

III. RESULTS

In Section III-A, performance of the proposed method-
ology is demonstrated on healthy subjects. Section III-B
provides preliminary evidence of the effectiveness of the
proposed framework for assessment of comatose patients.

A. Results on Healthy Subjects

Here we report results for testing the LFS method’s
accuracy in discriminating class Y1 from Y2 using the
LOO method described in Sect. II-D2. The results are
summarized in Table I.

In these experiments, the parameter α used by the LFS
method, that sets an upper bound on the number of selected
features, ranges from 1 to 10. The TPR, TNR and Accuracy
figures are averaged over all available P1 intervals for each
value of α. The maximum Accuracy value with respect
to α, along with the corresponding TPR and TNR values
for the proposed methodology are presented in the second
column of Table I where the default parameter values are
used for the LFS method. The high prediction accuracy
(92.7%) demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology to identify the presence of the MMN com-
ponent in healthy subjects. Also, for the interested reader,
classification performance of the proposed strategy using
seven state-of-the-art global feature selection algorithms is
also reported in Table I (columns 3-9) where a linear SVM
is used as a classifier with parameters set to their default
values and the number of selected features also ranges from
1 to 10. The results show that the localized approach is a
better fit to this problem.

The high performance on healthy subjects indicates that
the MMN can be detected with high accuracy in healthy
subjects in deviant epochs. This suggests that the MMN can
also be detected with similar accuracy on coma patients,
provided the MMN waveform characteristics of the coma
patient are similar to those of healthy subjects5. Thus on
deviant and standard epochs, if the coma patient’s response
has a sufficiently high similarity respectively to classes Y2
and Y1, then it is highly likely that the MMN exists. Then,

5This assertion has been verified by comparing waveforms from healthy
subjects with those from the two available coma patients. In some rarer
cases, the latency and/or amplitude of patient MMN responses may fall
outside the range expected in most healthy subjects. The proposed method
can at least partially accommodate these cases by optimizing the values
of the threshold β (defined in Section III-B2) and the LFS parameter γ,
for overall best prediction error, when more data becomes available.

according to [15], [16], the patient will emerge. Therefore
the validity of the proposed method is verified.

Furthermore, it is noted from Sect. II-D1 that determina-
tion of similarity for any query datum requires only healthy
subjects for training. This justifies our proposed training
methodology. The ability to train only on healthy subjects
is a major advantage of the proposed method, since they
are much more easily recruited than coma patients.

B. Preliminary evidance for coma prognosis

In this section the proposed methodology is applied to
our 2 available comatose patients.

Patient 1 is a 29-year old male who was involved in a
motor vehicle collision. In total, 17 sessions of data were
acquired. He scored 4 on the Glasgow Coma Scale 6 at the
initiation of data collection. The patient emerged, gradually
improved and was sent to the rehab unit.

Patient 2 is a 21-year old male who was involved in a
collision between an all-terrain vehicle and a tree. He has a
Glasgow Coma Scale rating of 7 at the time of recording. In
total, 7 sessions of data were acquired. He was transferred
to stepdown 15 days post-injury. He slowly emerged over
the next couple days, showing more and more alertness,
tracking, and command following. He was then discharged
to the rehab unit 2 months after his collision.

For both patients, recordings were conducted in sessions,
where each session was approximately 20-min in duration,
with an inter-session interval of about 2 hours. Each session
consists of 17 P1 intervals.

The layout of the remaining part of this sub–section is as
follows: First, we analyze the available coma patients using
traditional analysis with averaging. These results indicate
only indefinite evidence of the MMN at best. Secondly,
we perform the analysis using the proposed method. In
this case, evidence of the MMN is clearly evident in the
both patients, although we observe the level of similarity to
wax and wane over time. Finally, we show signals averaged
over short 2-min intervals in the last part of this section,
where responses are averaged over typical P1 intervals.
The detection result (i.e. presence/absence of the MMN
component) obtained from visual inspection of these typical
P1 intervals coincides with the estimated similarity level
corresponding to the same P1 interval.

1) Analysis of Available Coma Patients Using Tradi-
tional Approaches: Traditional approaches visually inspect
one averaged signal over a limited number of channels
(typically channels Fz and Cz) to detect the presence of
the N1 and MMN components [48], [15]. This signal is the
average of all epochs extracted from all recording sessions.
In this paper we refer to such a signal as the subject-
average signal. The subject-average signals corresponding
to standard and deviant tones for the 2 patients at channels
Fz and Cz are shown in Fig. 2.

6The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is the most common clinical indicator
that describes level of consciousness based on clinical assessment [43], e.g.
asymmetry in pupillary responsiveness, dilatation and constriction, verbal
and motor responses [44], [45], [46], [47]. The GCS ranges between 3
(deep unconsciousness) to 15 (best response).
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TABLE I: LOO Accuracy (averaged over all available P1 intervals) of the proposed method, along with the corresponding TPR
and TNR (in percent), using both local and global feature selection algorithms. Standard deviations (in percent) are presented in
parentheses.

LFS FDA [38] mRMR [37] Logo [32] FMS [33] DEFS [34] KCSM [41] SIMBA [42]

Accuracy 92.7(8.1) 86.8(10.0) 86.9(9.3) 87.1(8.9) 86.8(10.0) 73.3(11.5) 86.3(9.8) 83.3(11.5)
TPR 92.9 83.6 79.4 80.4 83.6 96.9 82.1 76.3
TNR 92.4 90.0 94.4 93.9 90.0 49.0 90.6 90.3
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Fig. 2: Subject-average signals corresponding to standard and deviant tones for patients 1 and 2 for the sites positioned at electrodes
Fz and Cz.

It is seen from these figures that in all cases, the N1 and
MMN components are not clearly discernible from either
response, or if they are discernible, they are both very weak.
Yet, both patients emerged, suggesting these components
may indeed be present in their ERP responses, although
obscured. We believe this outcome is a manifestation of the
poor sensitivity of the conventional MMN test to determine
prognosis based on the subject-average signals.

In this paper, we refer to the average of epochs extracted
from a single session as a session–average signal. It is
interesting to note that in addition to the subject–averaged
signals above, for both patients, there also existed multiple
session–average signals where the appropriate components
were not evident, or were very weak, in the responses to
both standard and deviant tones. Therefore, since there is
no definitive MMN component that can be detected by
visual inspection, the session–average signals also indicate
that there is no evidence of an appropriate brain response
to the deviant stimuli; whereas the detection results of
the proposed method shown in Fig. 3 (discussed in the

following section) indicate that there are many active P1
intervals that have high similarity to both standard and
deviant responses of a healthy brain.

2) Analysis of Available Coma Patients by Proposed
Method: We hypothesize that discernibility of the N1 and
MMN components in the subject-average signals in Fig. 2
is obscured, or smeared out, by the averaging procedure. To
verify this idea, we used patients 1 and 2 as test subjects
and assessed their similarities.

Fig. 3 shows similarities of the patients vs. the P1 interval
index, but only for the “active” P1 intervals. Active intervals
are those for which both standard and deviant similarities,
as defined by (3), exceed a threshold β, which in our
experiments is set to 0.5. Hence, active intervals are used
as a predictor for the eventual emergence. In each sub–
figure of Fig. 3, the first 17 ticks correspond to the 17 P1
intervals of Session 1 and 18-34 correspond to the intervals
of Session 2, etc. Sessions are concatenated even though
they are not contiguous in time.

In contrast to the session–average and subject–average
results, the results shown in Fig. 3a demonstrate that patient
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Fig. 3: Similarity for active P1 intervals of patients 1 and 2 vs. the P1 interval index where β is set to 0.5. The red and blue graphs
respectively correspond to SY1(x

q
std) and SY2(x

q
dev). The active P1 intervals are used as a predictor of eventual emergence.

1 has many P1 intervals in which significant responses to
both standard and deviant stimuli occurred– i.e. where the
brain activity was clearly similar to that of healthy subjects.
However, due to the significantly shortened averaging win-
dow, this figure also verifies the existence of the waxing and
waning cycles of the patient’s level of cortical functionality,
where in some sessions there were a large number of high–
similarity P1 intervals (waxing) while in other sessions
there was a decreased number of such intervals (waning).
Patient 2 from Fig. 3b also demonstrates similar waxing
and waning behavior.

3) Visual examples: In this section we show some
typical active and non-active P1 intervals from different
sessions of all patients.

We refer to the average of the de-artifacted clean epochs
extracted from a single P1 interval as a sub-session average
signal. Sub-session average signals corresponding to stan-
dard and deviant tones over two typical single P1 intervals
of patient 1 are shown in Fig. 4. Visual inspection of
these sub-session average signals demonstrates that there
is no MMN at the 13th P1 interval of session 4 (Fig.
4a) either in channel Fz or, as verified by the authors,
in any other electrode location. However, at the 10th P1
interval of Session 5 (Fig. 4b) an MMN component does
exist (as indicated by the arrow). An N1 clearly appears in
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Fig. 4: Sub-session average signals corresponding to standard and
deviant stimuli, at channel Fz, of patient 1 at P1 intervals a) 13
of Session 4, and b) 10 of Session 5.

both of the corresponding P1 intervals. Note that none of
these components are evident from Fig. 2 nor the session
averaged signals. This can be considered a verification of
our idea that waxing and waning of the level of function-
ality exists, and that traditional averaging can obscure this
behaviour.

The similarity of patient 1 brain function to those of the
healthy brains over all P1 intervals of Sessions 4 and 5 are
shown in Fig. 5. Figs. 5a and 5c show that, as expected,
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Fig. 5: Similarities corresponding to the P1 intervals of Sessions
4 and 5 of patient 1. (a) and (c) correspond to standard stimuli,
(b) and (d) correpond to deviant stimuli. P1 intervals of interest
are indicated by arrows.
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Fig. 6: Sub-session average signals corresponding to standard and
deviant stimuli, at channel Fz, of patient 2 at P1 interval a) 5 of
Session 2 and b) 9 of Session 3.

patient’s brain response to the standard stimuli has a good
similarity to those of the healthy subjects– this verifies
the existence of the N1 component in the brain response
to auditory stimuli (i.e. existence of the low level brain
function). Fig. 5b demonstrates that, over P1 interval 13
of Session 4, there is no similarity between the patient’s
response to deviant stimuli and those of healthy subjects
– this indicates that the patient did not have an MMN
component within this P1 interval (waning). Furthermore,
Fig. 5d demonstrates that P1 interval 10 of Session 5 shows
a high similarity to the corresponding ERPs of healthy
subjects – i.e. the average ERP corresponding to the deviant
stimuli within this P1 interval shows an MMN component,
suggesting the patient is likely to emerge from coma (which
in fact he did). These results are consistent with the visual
inspection results shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7: Similarities corresponding to the P1 intervals of Sessions
2 and 3 of patient 2. (a) and (c) correpond to standard stimuli, (b)
and (d) correspond to deviant stimuli. P1 intervals of interest are
indicated by arrows.

The sub-session average for patient 2 corresponding
to the standard and deviant stimuli over two typical P1
intervals of Sessions 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 6, where
visual inspection indicates that the N1 component appears
in both these windows, but the MMN is manifest only in
the 5th P1 interval of Session 2.

As in the case of patient 1, the similarity of the brain
function of patient 2 over all P1 intervals of Sessions 2
and 3 to healthy brain function is shown in Fig. 7. As
expected, all P1 intervals of Sessions 2 and 3 have relatively
high similarity to the standard responses of the healthy
subjects which indicates the presence of the component
N1 over all P1 intervals. The high and low similarities
respectively shown in Figs. 7b and 7d demonstrate that the
patient’s functionality was in his waxing phase in Session
2 and in his waning phase in Session 3. In addition, the
5th interval of Session 2 has a high similarity to both
standard and deviant responses of the healthy subjects
which indicates the presence of MMN component – this
is consistent with the visual inspection result (see Fig. 6a).
Furthermore, the 9th interval of Session 3 has both a high
and low similarity to healthy subjects by virtue of exhibiting
a similar response to standard stimuli (a clear N1) and a
dissimilar response to deviant stimuli (no apparent MMN) –
this result is also consistent with the ground truth obtained
by visual inspection of the corresponding interval (see
Fig. 6b) which again demonstrates the performance of the
proposed method for automatic and continuous assessment
of ERPs for the purpose of coma outcome prediction.

Note that both patients 1 and 2 demonstrate intervals
where a MMN is present, indicating a higher level of func-
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tionality over these periods. Since these patients emerged,
there is hypothetical evidence to suggest that even short
periods of higher functionality are predictive of a positive
prognosis.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a machine learning based
methodology for automatic and continuous assessment of
ERPs for identifying the presence of the MMN component.
The method consists of two phases: learning and testing.
In the former phase, discriminative sub-spaces are trained
using healthy training subjects. The trained subspaces are
then used in the test phase for continuous assessment of
a test subject. The performance of the proposed method
is demonstrated on 22 healthy and 2 coma patients. The
proposed method reduces load, cost and impracticality of
requiring frequent expert assessment over the course of
possibly many days.

Prognosis is evaluated using the novel approach of com-
paring the similarity of the coma patient’s ERP responses
to those of healthy subjects. High similarity values indicate
emergence. The similarity measure can be established by
training using only healthy subjects which greatly alleviates
the training process.

The proposed method was evaluated using a Leave-One-
subject-Out (LOO) procedure on the healthy training set
and achieved an accuracy of 92.7%. Also, our method cor-
rectly predicted emergence for our 2 coma patients, whereas
conventional methods using long averaging windows failed
to identify MMN activity and thus were of low predictive
value in identifying whether the patient would emerge or
not.

The performance of the proposed machine learning
method allows us to significantly reduce the analysis in-
terval over which ERPs are averaged. The reduced window
length reduces the smearing effect when ERP components
are averaged together in the presence of latency jitter, and
furthermore exposes the presence of waxing and waning
cycles of the conscious state of coma patients. This fact
allows us to hypothesize that the presence of even short
waxing intervals is a salient indicator for emergence.

It is important to note that the results obtained using only
2 coma patients are preliminary and must be confirmed
with a larger sample of data. Nevertheless, we consider
our initial results to be very promising. We submit that
the proposed method incorporates several novel advances
in the study of disorders of consciousness, such as the fun-
damental idea of an automated machine learning paradigm
for coma prognosis, the use of healthy subjects for training,
and the verification of the existence of waxing and waning
cycles of the state of consciousness.
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